Arts
The The
Arts

Lake Forest Park Loves the Arts
The Town Center is a place for the
arts; live theater, sculpture, art
shows, concerts, outdoor movie
nights, book readings...

The Arts

The Town Center should creatively
embrace the arts through design,
program, function and spirit.
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Existing Condition
Overview
Existing Condition
Overview

Lyon Creek

General Site Conditions

Service area beside Creek
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Store fronts

Curb adjacent sidewalk

City Hall

Curb adjacent sidewalk

Lyon Creek - daylight area

Aerial
Aerial of Siteof Site

The following set of diagrams depicts
the various general conditions of the
site’s environment, mobility options,
public realm and character. They give a
diagramatic/image overview of existing
conditions.

Aerial of Site

General Site Conditions

These diagrams were created with the
assistance of more in-depth studies which
are available from the City of Lake Forest
Park. These studies include ground water
clean-up status, trafﬁc and parking study
from Heffron Transportation and an
economic market study prepared by Berk
and Associates. The City of Lake Forest
Park also has select GIS and mapping
information relative to all infrastructure.
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Lease Obligations
Lease Obligations

There are several leases on the site that run for 20+
years, including those for Albertson’s, Rite Aid and
Third Place Books. Although the exact obligations
associated with the leases are not public, they are
anticipated to include associated parking adjacent
the leased space.

Implementation

The existence of these long-term leases is both an
asset and a liability to the Town Center. While the
long-term leases by anchor tenants create a lowrisk revenue stream for the property owner and
help establish the Center’s value, they also limit the
redevelopment options of signiﬁcant portions of the
site. The City of Lake Forest Park recognizes that
these long-term leases will likely require incremental
or phased redevelopment of the Town Center.
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Long term lease obligations (20 years +)
- Albertson’s
- Rite Aid
- Third Place Books

Environment
Environment

Mature trees
Impermeable surfaces
Lyon Creek

Lyon Creek Poor habitat

Service area adjacent
Lyon Creek

Lyon Creek “daylight”
In parking lot island

turf and shrubs

groundwater cleanup

Implementation

tree canopy

Lake
Washington
to the South
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Mobility and Walkability
Mobility and “Walkability”
Close proximity
of cars and
people

Poor pedestrian
Access to stores
short queing
Pedestrian island amenity

vehicular access
crosswalk

No pedestrianCreek connection

parking-exterior of site
- surface parking lot

General Site Conditions

bus stops
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6’ sidewalks

“After-thought”
Sidewalk

Isolated
Bus stop

Public
Public Realm Realm

Character deﬁning trees in ROW

Private - public realm
Third Place Commons

City Hall

Green space
opportunity

public realm - public ownership

public realm - private space for
public use
(town center lobby/third place commons, starbucks etc.)

General Site Conditions

Outdoor seating area
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Sustainability Task Force Vision
for Town Center
An important element of this project was the
Task Force’s articulation of a vision statement
for Town Center. The vision served as a set
of guiding principles or ideas that the City
can use to navigate by in discussions and
decisionmaking about the future of the
property. The Task Force’s vision is simple and
compelling.
•
•

Public Realm........................................40
•
•

Lake Forest Park is a model community;
Town Center is an inviting gathering place
and the heart of the City’s diverse, high
quality, economically viable, communityscale shopping and business district;
Town Center is a safe and walkable hub of
activity for all ages;
The buildings on the site, including
housing, blend in with the community’s
character; andRecognized regionally for
its environmental stewardship, the Center
features the community’s environmental
assets, making it a place unlike any other.
From the Sustainability Task Force Recommendations
Report, October 18, 2004
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Guideline
Guideline ObjectivesObjectives
The Town Center Design Guidelines represent a
unique “pre-regulatory” tool with three overriding
objectives.
- First, the guidelines seek to encourage
redevelopment of the Town Center. By articulating a
market-based vision for the property, the City will be
seen as a partner in its future redevelopment.
- Second, the guidelines propose to offer more
intensive development capacity in exchange for
important community amenities. Allowing additional
or different development to occur creates value.
Portions of this increased value can be allocated
toward enhancing public aspects of the redeveloped
Town Center.

- Mixed-Use Baseline: The mixed-use baseline provides
an opportunity to integrate a signiﬁcant number of
residential units into the existing commercial space to
create a true town center. Buildings would be limited
to 4 ﬂoors (3 ﬂoors over the ground level), a list of
“baseline” public amenities would be required, and
certain performance standards would have to be met.
- Mixed-Use Bonus: The mixed-use bonus increases
the allowed residential density by one level (4 ﬂoors
over the ground ﬂoor) in return for speciﬁc public
amenities.
In both cases the scale and design of individual
buildings would be guided by additional development
standards such as setbacks and limitations to the
number of levels on the property’s periphery.

- Third, the guidelines seek to increase certainty
for both residents and the Town Center’s future
developer.

Guideline Concept
The Lake Forest Park Town Center is currently zoned
for low-density commercial and residential uses and
it offers no public amenities (with the exception of
Third Place Commons). Existing zoning does not
provide sufﬁcient incentive for the redevelopment of
the property. In order to balance sufﬁcient incentives
with the community’s vision for the Center, the
Framework Design Guidelines contain two levels of
redevelopment intensity.
25

Placemaking
Placemaking
Placemaking is an encompassing term used to deﬁne the qualitative nature of an area. For this Framework Design Guideline, we will
focus on three areas of Placemaking that are most critical to this site;
1. Pedestrian scale of the site
2. Edge Conditions
3. Character of the Redevelopment

Pedestrian Scale of the Site
The concept of a “pedestrian scale” is one that strongly resonates with the community participants. The 16+ acre Town Center was
developed as an auto-oriented strip center. This is clearly not what the community considers a successful model for the future.
For visioning purposes, a grid proportional in scale to Portland’s “Pearl District” was overlaid onto the town center. One at the scale of
Bellevue’s downtown was also overlaid for comparison. While both cities are working hard to make their downtown’s more pedestrian
friendly, Portland has the advantage of the smaller scale grid which translates to more corners on buildings, opportunities for natural
lighting and ventilation, more windows than walls, more places between the buildings - the public realm.
Over time, the Lake Forest Park Town Center should be redeveloped in a scale that similarly better suits people. A pedestrian scale
grid should be integrated into the overall site to establish a general framework from which elements such as structures, transportation
and parking, sidewalks, courtyards, and environmental enhancements can be designed in a coordinated manner. A pedestrian scale
grid means there is a people oriented system of moving through the site. It does not necessarily mean the streets and access ways are
laid out on the same grid. To achieve the sense of pedestrian scale, at approximately every 200’-250’ there should be a ground related,
accessible public walking route throughout the site.
Any redevelopment scenario must place the pedestrian ﬁrst. Pedestrians must have the senses of comfort and safety when enjoying
the center, and cars should be very slow moving where they interface with people (think Pike Place Market and select areas of U-

Village for some examples).
To achieve the sense of pedestrian scale, at
approximately every 200’-250’ there should
be a ground related, accessible public
walking route throughout the site.
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Placemaking Baseline Standard - Ped Scale

Placemaking
Placemaking
LAKE FOREST PARK
TOWN CENTER:
Pedestrian Grid

BELLEVUE: Vehicular Block 600’ x 600’
PORTLAND: Vehicular Block 200’ x 200’

Pedestrian Scale Grid example at LFP
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Edge Conditions
Edge Conditions
Along Lake City Way south of Lake Forest Park, there
are examples of multi-level structures that loom over
the public realm. Lake Forest Park’s Town Center will be
different. These guidelines recommend that all building
frontages that are adjacent to the site’s edges must
present a pedestrian character. The following pages
offer guidelines for upper level building setbacks that
will achieve an appropriate transition to the surrounding
neighborhood scale.
The graphic to the right diagrams the perimeter of the site
where this transition to the more residential scale of Lake
Forest Park will take place. This stepped setback approach
will also occur in the interior of the site adjacent to major
public realm elements, also described in the following
pages.
The buildings on site, including housing, blend in with the
community’s character.
Sustainable Task Force Vision - October, 2004

EDGE SCALE DIAGRAM:
“Step” upper setbacks
at project boundaries

NTS
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Character
of the Redevelopment
Character of the Redevelopment
The following are baseline performance standards to
establish general character elements on the site, such as
density, scale, setback and mix of use.
Density
Residential Residential density shall be determined by performance
rather than proscription, that is, the development
proposal will be primarily reviewed for its approach to
achieving the ideals set forth related to elements such
as the edge conditions and number of levels.
Commercial –
No building footprint should exceed 60,000sf.
Building Scale
The following are anticipated heights for ﬂoor to ﬂoor
levels for various uses.
�
Grocery – up to 20’
�
Retail – up to 18’
�
Workplace/ofﬁce – up to 12’
�
Residential – 10’ typical

Streetscape Orientation
- Adjacent the public realm, the following streetscape
elements should be incorporated,
Residential Streetscape
• The private residence ﬂoor level should be elevated
approximately 36” from the adjacent public realm.
- The building should avoid blank walls by engaging the
public realm with windows and detailing. Access doors
are not necessarily components of this orientation.
Non-residential Streetscape
•The business should architecturally face the public
realm with glazing, typically no less than 50% of the
ground level façade.
•Doors, plazas and entry courts should typically front
onto the public realm.
•The presence of loading bays and garage entries
should be minimized.

General character baseline standards
A note on performance vs proscriptive standards.
When you walk through a great place do you think to yourself “this is feels wonderful” or do you think “how many dwelling units to the
acre is this?” Performance based standards as proposed in this document recognize Town Center as a unique place. The City must be
engaged in its design evolution, rather than rely upon proscriptive based standards typical of zoning code check lists.
The Town Center should have excellent spaces and places, not a completed checklist of zoning requirements. Good developers will
appreciate the opportunity to show the community what they can do with a creative design team, and the community will beneﬁt from
design rigor being wholly focused on the character of this place.
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Stepped Setbacks
Stepped Setbacks

To help deﬁne character, the baseline standard scale
of the buildings adjacent the edges and areas of major
public realm, such as the major internal plaza or a
primary pedestrian-focused “main street,” should not
exceed two (2) levels for the building’s ﬁrst 12- 16’,
regardless of its use.
Behind the stepped edge of the buildings, the scale may
be three (3) levels over one (1) level of concrete base. An
exception to the number of concrete base levels, up to
two levels total, will be considered in slope transition
areas if the proposal demonstrates that the overall intents
of scale, character and reduced surface parking is met.

6’ stepped

12’-16’
Not to
exceed two
levels

parking
Ballinger Way north of entrance: retains mature trees
NTS12-16’

Another level may be added to the top of the structure
as a bonus level if public beneﬁt is provided above
and beyond the baseline standards described in these
redevelopment guidelines. This will total four (4)
levels over concrete base. Suggestions of public realm
beneﬁts and its review process can be found in the
Implementation section of this document.
Any bonus level should be stepped back not less than 6’
from the edge of the story below.

level 5 6’ setback at level 5
level 4
level 3 12’-16’ setback at level 3
level 2
concrete base
parking
Ballinger Way south of entrance: pedestrian plaza option
NTS”
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